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Chinese migrant turned US
congressional candidate forced to eat
rats in poverty under the Mao regime
issues stark warning of the 'very
organized' surge of migrant 'sleeper
cells': Republican says it's a joke Biden
claims he can't do anything at the
border

'I left China for freedom, but I was really indoctrinated. I did not know China's
real history,' she told DailyMail.com in an interview
 Williams is looking to oust New Hampshire Democratic Rep. Annie Kuster and
will face off against four other Republicans in a primary in September

By MORGAN PHILLIPS, CONGRESS REPORTER FOR DAILYMAIL.COM
PUBLISHED: 13:10 EST, 2 March 2024 | UPDATED: 13:12 EST, 2 March 2024

Lily Tang Williams grew up killing rats for food as she nearly starved in Mao Zedong's
communist China. 

And now in the US, she is now running for Congress in New Hampshire as a
Republican to prevent America from becoming like the country she worked to
escape. 

After growing up and getting her law degree in Shanghai, Williams immigrated to the
US in 1988, thus beginning what she describes as a '20-year wake-up process' to
politics. 

'I left China for freedom, but I was really indoctrinated. I did not know China's real
history,' she told DailyMail.com in an interview. 'For the first 20 years or so I wasn't
really political. But my husband helped me learn a lot about the US - from foreign
language to culture, traditions and history.'

'He said "you know those 50 or 60 million people starving to death were not due to
natural disasters." We were fed by the Communist Party that natural disasters caused
a mass famine,' she said, referring to the tens of millions of people died as a result of
food rationing and the communist takeover of food production in the late 1950s and
early 1960s.

Williams is looking to oust Democratic Rep. Annie Kuster and will face off against
four other Republicans in a primary in September.  

Williams' own experience under Mao Zedong's Cultural Revolution, designed to root
out any remnants of capitalism in China, left her in shock when people tried to tell
her she was 'oppressed' as a minority in the US. 

'I didn't even have food coupons, I was starving. I had to try to catch rats in my
grandma's neighborhood. Pretty soon everybody had to catch rats,' she said. 'Now in
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the US they're trying to tell us "oh you're oppressed. The white people are demons."
We can't indoctrinate our kids with that.' 

Now, Williams says she is on a target list by the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) and
they've threatened her on social media. 

'I had a trip back to China for the Chinese New Year in 2019 but I canceled it. I didn't
want to get disappeared.'

Williams grew up in China under Mao Zedong until 1988
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Williams is looking to oust Democratic Rep. Annie Kuster and will face off against four other
Republicans in a primary in September

She is now running for Congress in New Hampshire 
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Williams said she 'truly woke up' to politics in 2008, around the time of the financial
crash when the government bailed out big banks, but she gave up on the Republican
Party for a while and became a libertarian.

'They used taxpayer money to bail out the banks, to say capitalism failed therefore
federal government they have to come here and pick and choose because they let
one big bank fight bankruptcy then other banks got bailed out.'

'I was very upset with that. I was upset with the Patriot Act - government infringing
on citizens' privacy without due process in the name of national security, that's what
I heard in China before.'

She said she became worried about the expansion of the federal government in
education with Common Core and No Child Left Behind and pulled her kids out of
public school for charter school.

'Parents, lots of them, are still not waking up to what is going on in schools,' Williams
said. 

Williams credits her husband for opening her eyes to politics 
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Williams says she was 'indoctrinated' in China as the government did not allow dissenting
views 

'I call this the Western 'Cultural Revolution' - it's happening in the West to try to
destroy the traditional values social norms, habits and different beliefs,' she went on,
'in the name of social justice and anti-racism.'

She said she didn't want schools to go down the path of Chinese education. 

'Parents' rights don't exist in China even today, because they truly believe kids
belong to the government. They can do whatever to your kids you have no say.
Except you have to feed them, you have to house them, you become baby machines.
You give government your babies but you cannot make decisions.'

She also railed against the massive influx of migration the U.S. is seeing, with a
recent wave of Chinese migrants coming in through the southern border - and
warned of what she worried would become a degradation of American culture. 

'Cities use taxpayers money roll the red carpet out when they can't even house our
own homeless population. Our own veterans have no way of making a decent living
and no home and you give free hotels, food, travel to people from other countries.'

Williams said her brother and sister-in-law waited 13 years in China to come to the
U.S. legally and are still waiting to become American citizens. 

'Biden says he doesn't have the power - are you kidding me? He had the power to
undo all of Trump's policies on day one in the White House!' 

Williams claimed she and her Chinese friends call President Biden and Democrats
'CCP secretaries in the U.S.' 

'It's scary stuff, are we going to become collectivist, like a communist country?
Individual rights don't exist, individual privacy doesn't exist.'

'Most of those people they want to flee China because  in the last three years it has
become very harsh and inhumane,' she said. 'In 2012, under Xi Jinping, you notice a
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shift in China. He is the new Mao, doing Cultural Revolution 2.0.' 

She went on: 'But I'm also very worried is so well organized, correlated, with some
sleeper cells ... I just feel like we have a really dark force on us. This is a global push
for illegal mass migration.' 

Williams warned Americans not to underestimate China's use of 'soft power' to
infiltrate the U.S. and achieve global dominance. 

'I always try to remind people there's no true private company in China. No, every
company that comes to the United States, they're state enterprises,' she said.

'So when West is a drunk on climate change ideology and the mandates, who
benefits? China benefits. We are giving them more money to build their military, soft
power, silk road initiative all over Europe, all over world.'

Williams says she used to catch rats when she was starving in China 

Williams settled with her family in New Hampshire 
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Share or comment on this article: Chinese migrant turned US congressional
candidate forced to eat rats in poverty under the Mao regime issues stark warning
of the 'very organized' surge of migrant 'sleeper cells': Republican says it's a joke
Biden claims he can't do anything at the border

'I left China for freedom, but I was really indoctrinated. I did not know China's real history,' she
told DailyMail.com in an interview. 'For the first 20 years or so I wasn't really political. But my
husband helped me learn a lot about the US - from foreign language to culture, traditions and
history'

'China controls our debt. If you cannot pay your interest on your loans to China,
they're gonna  take over our ports, they're gonna take over our cities,' she went on.
'They are stationed in Cuba now. They supply our [electric vehicles], compete with
American companies because the West, places like California, are trying to ban gas
by 2035.'

Williams said she thinks many Americans don't grasp' China wants to be the number
one dominant power in the globe by 2049. Economically, diplomatically, militarily,
also technologically.' 

'They use the Silk Road Onitiative to form alliances with other countries. So they are
behind Cuba, North Korea, Russia, Hamas, all those non friendly countries? Yeah,
socialist countries in the world. And we are letting them come into our country. More
power. More money, more supplies and sell more product,' she went on. 

'And we are not switching our Chinese policy fast enough.'  

New Hampshire China Politics US Congress
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dufeu, toulouse, 2 days ago

She's correct......wake up America.

ReplyNew Comment 3433
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John Smith, Moved From NYC Now Florida, United States, 2 days ago

Refreshing

024
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junemoon, anywhere, Canada, 2 days ago

Of all the ppl the west needs to be listening to the most intently, it's Mao survivors. They
all see the exact same parallels. They are some of the most important voices in this fight

029
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El Yanqui, Reseda, United States, 2 days ago

is too late, we have been a sleep at the wheel. . We are not governed by our enemies,
DemoCommunist and RINO's alike. Praying for a miracle!

019
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American Girl, City on a Hill, United States, 2 days ago

Did you read the book by Xi Van Fleet? Please do.

07
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The Holy Spirit, Heaven Abode, United Kingdom, 2 days ago

Sleeper cells being sent to USA!

ReplyNew Comment 1313
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Sandcrabby, East coast, United States, 2 days ago

Biden's in business with Xi protege in addition to numerous other CCP members. 10% to
the Big Guy means the CCP owns Joe.

033
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SkittyButNotTheKitty, Space Coast, United States, 1 day ago

they are already here

01
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Repairman Jack, Keller, United States, 2 days ago

That's the thing. People that have only know Freedom, long for C O M M I E ideals because they
think it's better. People that suffered C O M M I E ideals and got a taste of Freedom, never want to
go back. This woman is more American than half of the Americans in this country.

ReplyNew Comment 2293

wheretofromhere, San Antonio, United States, 2 days ago

She would know! Please listen.
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condemn humiliated
Geri for playing the
Stepford Wife... this is
why she hasn't lost her
girl power
Former Spice Girl 

Kate Moss's daughter
Lila, 21, puts on a leggy
display in bizarre blue
knitted look as she
walks the runway for
Stella McCartney during
Paris Fashion Week
She has model genes

Will Smith looks every
inch the action star as
he films tense chase
scene alongside his
body double for Bad
Boys 4 on a bridge in
Miami
The actor, 55, was on set

Sienna Miller, 41,
cozies up to
boyfriend Oli Green, 27,
as they join leather-clad
Lila Moss, 21, at star-
studded Frame bash
amid PFW
They have a newborn

Elle Macpherson, 59,
makes stunning return
to catwalk for the first
time in 14 years at
Melbourne Fashion
Festival
Australian supermodel

The moment
investigative journalist
Benita realized she'd
fallen for the ultimate
love con
She fell for the 'super
surgeon' and got conned

Ryan Garcia has fans
(and his ex-wife)
worried with alarming
social media
statements, drug
allegations and badly-
timed break-ups - so
what's going on?

Stella McCartney
poses for sweet group
snaps with dad Paul,
sister Mary and brother
James as the family
comes together to
support the designer at
Paris Fashion Week

Taraji P. Henson
sizzles in burgundy
sequin dress as she
receives award at at 6th
American Black Film
Festival Honors in
Beverly Hills
Red carpet glamour

Get up to THREE rare
KitKat flavors in this
box of mouthwatering
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treats and savory
favorites
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Skoot61, Fremont NH, United States, 1 day ago

- Haha... I will be voting for Lily Tang Williams

1
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KlausIsYourDaddy, Miami, United States, 2 days ago

The CI4 and United Nations have been planning this for decades.

ReplyNew Comment 2189
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Sandcrabby, East coast, United States, 2 days ago

And WEF

041
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NW Central, Northwest, United States, 2 days ago

China is just waiting for the perfect moment to cut the power through hacking, physical damage
and/ or an EMP. The have already done studies on the survival rate of the general population
within the US and we failed.

ReplyNew Comment 0178
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OhioMidwest, Ohio, United States, 2 days ago

American Lives Matter! Close the damn border, Joe, and stop giving 20 million migrants free
healthcare, free housing, foodstamps and generous debit cards!

ReplyNew Comment 2175
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chess1212, Hong Kong, Hong Kong, 2 days ago

It's crazy how Biden is effectively allowed to get away with the lie that he can't do anything about
the illegal immigration crisis.

ReplyNew Comment 2165
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BulbIcicleLunge, Buffalo, United States, 2 days ago

Just like China lured American manufacturing to their country. People should have woken up by
the 90s. America is largely controlled by globalists now and those who sell out the country for their
own interests. That includes politicians from both parties.

ReplyNew Comment 1137
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VaxLover, Hot and Cool, Vanuatu, 2 days ago

China didn't lure. You lot pushed them into it. Cheap labour, no insurance needed, no
aggressive unions, no strikes, no Bargaining. You love these... you get cheaper goods
and extremely FAST Then you have them getting all the pollution while you focused on
clean work like wall street and high tech R&D. Then ... you also could sit high and wag
your fingers like the good o master of the universe and say to them " you pollute, no
labour rights, no human rights, no individual rights, you unethical and immoral" In short,
your arrogance and lack of fiscal discipline made you where you are
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JaKrispy, Texas, United States, 2 days ago

Does she not realize that the USA has a direct CCP puppet for President?
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ReplyNew Comment 3117
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JaKrispy, Texas, United States, 2 days ago

AtomicFunk, I don't expect you to be informed on much. But Trump slapped Xi and the
CCP with $40B dollars a year in tariffs. And the CCP pays the US Treasury that $40B
directly each year. It was a brilliant achievement by Trump. -- And guess who wants to
remove those tariffs? Joe Biden. -- Have a nice day fella.
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DRL1, Smalltown NY, United States, 2 days ago

And yet it is Governor Greasy Hunter and Jim Biden who are making deals with Xi,
AtomicPUNK.
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Laverne Cox turns
heads in a sculpted
corset and sheer tights
with a thong at Mugler
show for Paris Fashion
Week
In town for fashion week

Ellen Degeneres' A-list
Oscars selfie turns 10 -
but is branded 'the most
overrated pop culture
moment of all time' 
Snap was a decade ago

Barry Keoghan
channels his inner
Swiftie while cheering
on girlfriend Sabrina
Carpenter at Taylor's
Eras tour as he sweetly
swaps bracelets
Supported his girlfriend

Cate Blanchett steps
out at ASC Awards
without her wedding
ring as mystery
continues to surround
her marriage to Andrew
Upton
Posed on the red carpet

Salma Hayek, 57,
exposes her cleavage in
a plunging silver bustier
as she poses backstage
at Alexander McQueen's
Paris Fashion Week
show
She flaunted her curves

Geri Halliwell 'set to
skip next Formula One
race in Saudi' after she
'demanded husband
Christian Horner cut
ties' with colleague he
was accused of sending
racy messages to

Former tennis rivals
Serena Williams and
Maria Sharapova go
from Grand Slam to
glam as they lead the
stars at Valentino
afterparty during PFW
Paris Fashion Week

Kourtney Kardashian
and Travis Barker take
his 1964 Impala
convertible for a ride to
get breakfast after
returning home to
California
After his Australia tour

American Idol: Katy
Perry does NOT like it
when Madai Chakell
covers her 2008 debut
single I Kissed A Girl
She wasn't a fan of the
rendition

Jonathan Majors and
Meagan Good make
their red carpet debut in
LA... as he makes first
public appearance after
assault verdict
Posed on the red carpet

Natalie Portman reads
about the devastating
impact of a cheating
husband in Nora
Ephron's marriage
breakdown novel
Heartburn... amid her
own relationship woes

Camila Cabello shows
off her toned figure in a
skimpy blue bikini while
embracing her inner
cowgirl to celebrate her
27th birthday
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WiseOne319, Somewhere, United States, 2 days ago

China owns even more farmland here than Billy Gates. They are moving into our schools. People
are asleep in this country! Until it's too late.

ReplyNew Comment 181
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Vana, Long Beach, United States, 2 days ago

Good luck Lily, I hope you win, we need people like you to tell dense democrats the truth! Believe
her folks, or perish.
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GreatNWRainforest, Cascadia, United States, 2 days ago

She lived through Mao's Four Pest campaign, that caused the death of 55 million people. She
does speak from experience. She knows how to deal with leftist ideologies, from said experience.
She would be a great asset to Congress.
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MargotMK, New Orleans, United States, 2 days ago

She sounds like someone we need. Someone who knows what goes on in China but has very
extensive familial ties here. She's for America unlike the ones for Palestine and Ethiopia
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Tommyboy44, Kansas City, United States, 2 days ago

Those who have had the experience, know what's ahead!
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EnglishAmerican, New Paltz, United States, 2 days ago

She couldn't be more right. China is laughing and planning.
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SayHerNameJoe, Laken Riley, United States, 2 days ago

Please lord may she win, I've seen interviews with her she's amazing
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SarahInOhio, Cincinnati, United States, 2 days ago

Biden told banks to monitor people who bought Bibles and shop at Bass Pro. I didn't believe that.
It's just so bizarre, but it's true.
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Dawnn25, MiddleVille, United States, 2 days ago

She's 100% RIGHT, the WOKE Democrats Flooded the US with 25 million illegals and tons of
FENTANYL with their OPEN BORDER.
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RollMeoverRomeo, Eldorado, Greenland, 2 days ago

She is not wrong. She lived it.
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Lhang, Wisbech, Malaysia, 2 days ago

Even then she may still be wrong. Her china is very different to the now China! She
missed out on the best of China in the last 2/3 decades
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VaxLover, Hot and Cool, Vanuatu, 2 days ago

Lhang, some people prefer to focus on the time that makes them feel the most
comfortable... be it 1940s or 1340s or bc 340...
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She's newly blonde

Kate Hudson twins
with daughter Rani, five,
as they don cute flower
pajamas and hold
hands at farmer's
market in Los Angeles
Kate was on mom duty

Paris Jackson turns
heads in an animal print
dress as she joins
stylish Ashley Graham
at Stella McCartney's
star-studded Paris
Fashion Week show
Turned heads in the print

How a HAT became the
ultimate Aspen status
symbol: Wealthy skiers
visiting the upscale
resort go gaga over
handmade Stetsons at
Kemo Sabe that costs
THOUSANDS

The royals keeping the
'slimmed down'
monarchy going: Which
family members have
carried out most
engagements since
Charles and Kate
stepped back...

Billie Eilish reveals
she once broke up with
a boyfriend after
dreaming about
Christian Bale: 'I woke
up and came to my
senses'
Subconscious realization

Victoria Beckham
marks eldest
son Brooklyn's 25th
birthday with incredible
throwback snap while
lauding her parenting
skills with 'team mate'
husband David

Duchess of Edinburgh
praises 'brave'
survivors of conflict-
related sexual violence
in Ukraine as she urges
the world 'not to turn
our backs on this crime'

Simon Cowell poses
on an E-bike with his
$290,000 fleet of electric
vehicles and reveals all
of the fun names he's
given them
He's a big EV fan 

What's happened to
Kim? Kardashian has
her fingers in a bandage
as she leaves Le
Voltaire restaurant in
Paris
Covered up her finger

Rihanna shirks her
Indian wedding
controversy as she
poses in a slew of
sizzling underwear
looks to plug her
lingerie line
After her India trip
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annaryanrocks, Bay Park, United States, 2 days ago

Thank you for speaking a truth that America must confront now!

ReplyNew Comment 057
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John Connor 1984, The Future, United States, 2 days ago

Sleeper cells mean rigging the voting system for democrats and then installing AOc s to do their
bidding of Communism.
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Amazing54, Phoenix, United States, 2 days ago

I hope NH(& the rest of the USA)wakes up to what is happening with our government, in our
schools & universities, economy, healthcare....and the list goes on. This NH candidate is 100%
spot on about the scary changes happening here. I hope she wins the candidacy - we need more
politicians like her.
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EatMoTang, VentnorNJ, United States, 2 days ago

Hope she carries a gun on her. Talking like that with China even over here will get her
disappeared.

ReplyNew Comment 155
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roconn759, Rochester, United States, 2 days ago

It's called guts and a lot more of us need to stand up and have guts like her. I guess we'll
count you out.
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VaxLover, Hot and Cool, Vanuatu, 2 days ago

Didn't nikki haley utilised "I hate China the most" to get votes, but failed.. because that's
not enough

13
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antiliberals, Death Valley, United States, 2 days ago

I've been saying this for decades that the United States is becoming more and more like Ch ina
because of the democrats. You can get cancelled anytime by criticizing the w0ke ideology or using
the wrong pronouns. Your books can be pulled from the shelves if they are deemed 'inappropriate.'
Your house can be surrounded by a group of mob for flying a pro-Trump flag. There's no such thing
as cancellation in Chi na. You get deleted for criticizing the government. Vote out all the democratic
terr0rists while you still can. Otherwise, deletion is just right around the corner.
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VaxLover, Hot and Cool, Vanuatu, 2 days ago

For every joe in china-pocket.. there will be people saying trump in china-pocket... thats
how you guys play. Good luck LoL
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belsnickles, Tent City, United States, 2 days ago

Thank you for speaking out. We have in-laws whose families lived through the Maoist era, and
their stories are heartbreaking. People who endorse these policies have never actually been
subjected to them, and have no idea what they're talking about.
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Dori Alexander, Petoskey, United States, 2 days ago

Pay close attention to those who migrated from rogue countries. It is a warning.

ReplyNew Comment 152

Concerned, Homegrown, United States, 2 days ago

"'Cities use taxpayers money roll the red carpet out when they can't even house our own homeless
population. Our own veterans have no way of making a decent living and no home and you give
free hotels, food, travel to people from other countries.'" This should be SCREAMED in the face of
anyone who claims the illegals are going to make all of our lives better. They are being given far
more than ANY American receives, and they bring nothing but uneducated, unvaccinated,
unskilled labor to the table. Oh, and all the babies they'll drop before January's inauguration...

Ray Winstone gives an
insight into his eldest
daughter Jaime's 'very
expensive' Italian
wedding as he admits it
was 'different to the
norm'
British actor dished 

Tori Spelling steps out
in the rain for lunch with
her children... after brief
but tense reunion with
ex-husband Dean
McDermott
Spotted with her kids

Sir Paul McCartney's
lookalike son James,
46, makes a rare public
appearance to support
his sister Stella at her
Paris Fashion Week
show
They're doppelgangers

Brooklyn Beckham
can't resist giving wife
Nicola Peltz a cheeky
grab on her bottom as
she wows in racy
trousers and a cropped
fur jacket in Paris
The couple was in France

Christian Horner
spotted in animated
exchange with Jos
Verstappen... after he
said Red Bull would
'EXPLODE' if Geri
Halliwell's husband
remains as principal

Newlywed
90 Day Fiancé star
Jasmine Pineda STUNS
her cast mates after
proudly announcing
she's BISEXUAL - and
has a huge crush on her
female co-star

EXCLUSIVE

Lala Kent is
PREGNANT!
Vanderpump Rules star,
33, announces she's
expecting second child
after turning to sperm
donor
She's expecting!

Jim and
Tammy Faye Bakker's
son reveals a side of the
infamous televangelists
that you've NEVER seen
before - as he lifts the
lid on his late mother's
scandalous legacy 

EXCLUSIVE

Julia Fox turns heads
with another wild look
as she steps out in a
skimpy white cowboy
outfit and sports silver
face paint during Paris
Fashion Week
Left little to imagination

Leonardo DiCaprio
spotted having a RARE
meal with his family
including his dad
George DiCaprio and
niece Normandie Farrar,
16
Bonded with his family

Phoebe Dynevor
debuts newly dyed bold
red hair as she steps
out during Paris
Fashion Week
The star stunned in the
French capital

Sophie Turner wraps up
warm in a stylish black
coat as she steps out
with handsome
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Capt Snapperbiscuit, Brandonville, United States, 2 days ago

She is not wrong

ReplyNew Comment 151
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Volunteerthis, Los Angeles, United States, 2 days ago

Not too many people who experience communism first hand have sympathy for the democrats'
policies. They know.
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Firebrandforever, RIP, United States, 2 days ago

Since Biden has admitted that he has no idea how to fix what he created then it's high time we get
someone in who can. President Trump 2024!
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dbt3481, Free Red State, United States, 2 days ago

I'll vote for her! She's what we need. A American, not some American born hate mongers
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Create_015, Redford, United States, 2 days ago

she was living what the dems want for this country... we should pay attention to what she has to
say.

ReplyNew Comment 046
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Obj. 261, Landdownunder, Australia, 2 days ago

Biden sold out to anyone willing to pay. He is destroying the USA and should be stopped.
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gone to sea, Florida , United States, 2 days ago

Wish her well. FJB
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Rootie, Spokane WA USA, 1 day ago

It's not that Biden CAN'T do anything about this issue, it's that he WON'T do anything about it.
That's where we are.
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Master_Blaster, Windsor, United States, 2 days ago

NH - Live Free or Die
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MontanaBoy, Bozeman MT, United States, 2 days ago

Joe Biden and the Democratic Party are outright traitors against the American whose dangerous
radicalism has forced me to never again vote for another member of the Democratic Party for the
rest of my life!
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Blue Bay Bees, Texas, Saudi Arabia, 2 days ago

She looks sane. A fine American. And someone all patriots should listen to :)
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Kylie Franco, Seattle, United States, 2 days ago

Why is it no one can charge Potato Joe with treason with what he is doing to this country and the
danger that he refuses to stop?
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Michonne goes on
dangerous mission in
search of husband Rick
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celebrates the 10th
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Oscars
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Australian supermodel
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on girlfriend Sabrina
Carpenter as she opens
for Taylor Swift at
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Stadium
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Gisele Bundchen
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Valente
Works hard for her figure

Jamie Foxx beams as
he accepts the
Producers Award at
AAFCA Special
Achievement nearly a
year after he was
hospitalized

Valerie Bertinelli, 63,
shares sweet throwback
photo while pregnant
with son Wolfgang as
she reminisces on the
day he was supposed to
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Awesome...A, The Land down under the, United States, 2 days ago

China is buying huge swaths of land in the US... Thousands of acres of private land... A perfect
place to form, train and arm an army to attack the US from within... Now if there was only a way to
send that across the border undocumented... Oh wait...
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Russell Dalrymple, NY, United States, 2 days ago

Yet Republicans are putting people like her in power
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Princess Floofy, Maharincess of Franistan, United States, 2 days ago

@Awesome...A, I find all their land grabbing very disturbing as well.
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The boat guy, United States, United States, 2 days ago

And dont forget the sleeper cells from the Middle East who blend in easily with Central American
illegals.
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My two cents 1966, MargaritaVille, United States, 2 days ago

Americans will never be safe again!! There is a special place in h*ll for Biden!
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Aegius, Boston, 1 day ago

She is absolutely right. My wife emigrated from Russia and she was so heavily indoctrinated as a
child there it took many decades for her to realize everything she was taught was a lie. It starts
from the children and it involves being taught selective history all the way up to complete lies.
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Expat321, NoLimits, United States, 2 days ago

She's right. Unfortunately, liberals are eating up the communist utopian promises like cotton candy.
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Lhang, Wisbech, Malaysia, 2 days ago

lol she left so early, China is not what it was! Sad to say she doesn't know much about
new China!
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Outraged of Otley, Ilkley, United Kingdom, 2 days ago

Liberals (supporters of freedom) don't eat communist promises and utopia is ancient
Greek for nowhere.
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RyanKnowZ, Hillsboro-PDX, United States, 2 days ago

You can thank your local democrat voters for this.
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Georgi Cantori , Pittsburgh, United States, 2 days ago

What an excellent candidate.
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Candicemh, CC, United States, 2 days ago

She's absolutely right. I hope it's not too late.
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AlaskaFlorida, USA, United States, 2 days ago
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Someone needs to tell these Democrats about communism because they think it would be a great wa
living b
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Blue Jay 2021, Up the Creek, United States, 2 days ago

I wish you represent my district Ms Williams. You have excellent bona fides and you completely
understand what's happening to this country. God bless you, and may you achieve victory.
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Kylie Franco, Seattle, United States, 2 days ago

Miss the days of Ronald Reagan as POTUS Things were hopeful, evil regimes were falling away.
We had leaders we could trust, borders controlled and people respected the laws more,and each
other for that matter Those were the days..
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AtotheE, Georgetown DC, United States, 2 days ago

Reagan had Russia's number, all right. Today's Republicans worship Putin and are doing
his bidding in our government. It's shameful. The Gipper is rolling in his grave, no doubt.
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ShrewTamer, Cucamonga, United States, 2 days ago

When immigrants arrive to the USA for freedom they assimilate. When they arrive for economic
opportunities not so much. She is a good example of this.
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VaxLover, Hot and Cool, Vanuatu, 2 days ago

True, like karens, B'lms, k3, proud Boyz, q'anon, anTi-Fa, b'lack September , ar'yan
nation, hell" angels, Latin Kings
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VaxLover, Hot and Cool, Vanuatu, 2 days ago

True, like k'arens, B'lms, k3, pr0ud Boyz, q'anon, an'Ti-Fa, b'lack September , ar'yan
nation, he|| angels, Lat'in Kings
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HiDest, LA, 2 days ago

I agree with her...
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Lark, W. Orange, United States, 2 days ago

He cant and wont do anything, thats why he needs to go!
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anyperson34, city, United States, 2 days ago

I believe her
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Edna Daisy, Houston, United States, 2 days ago

Good luck precious lady - I hope you win!
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Kylie Franco, Seattle, United States, 2 days ago

I like her

ReplyNew Comment 436

FrenchLuxe, Home By The Sea , United States, 2 days ago

What a daunting time ahead for the United States.
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AlaskaFlorida, USA, United States, 2 days ago

From reading some of these remarks it is truly obvious our school system is not teaching much
about government systems.
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CheezeSays620, Small town , United States, 1 day ago

Are you kidding? Our schools were taken over decades ago by liberal leftists &
communists... We have an entire generation (or more) that hates their own country.
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clockdoc, Laguna, United States, 1 day ago

10 million in - statistically there some bad guys. Biden and Democrats are idiots to deny it.
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Burlington Crowley, USA, United States, 2 days ago

Hey democrats........America is sick of you. Open your dam eyes!
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LaQuintessa, Republic Of The Rio Grande, United States, 2 days ago

Praying for a win. Experience is priceless.
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barb85044, Phoenix, United States, 2 days ago

I would vote for her!
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spicy mayo, Nonya, United States Minor Outlying Islands, 2 days ago

It's too late. The CCP owns too many of our politicians and there's too many useful idiots willing to
keep voting for them and keep them in power. For kids sake there's a guy who had an affair with a
CCP spy who still has his job.. .
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usa, chicago, United States, 2 days ago

she knows what she's talking about- scary Biden sold his soul and this country to the ccp
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VaxLover, Hot and Cool, Vanuatu, 2 days ago

Biden sold his to Chairman Mao in 1940s. Joe should..... agree
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Ryder94, Monument, United States, 2 days ago

Media carries Biden's water. Biden could do what he did on day one but the reverse.
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Mia Fin, Yuon Wei, United States, 2 days ago

Isn't it sad we have raised opur children to ignore such history OR to recognize the current threats?
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Neanderson, Dogger Land Housing Authority, United Kingdom, 2 days ago

China under the CCP is not peaceful. And some in Western countries want to emulate China.
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wellthatsinteresting, phoenix, United States, 2 days ago
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Yup... I'll wager it's all going to come to a head in the next year. Prepare accordingly.

ReplyNew Comment 31

Click to rate

DeathMerchant44, Cody, United States, 2 days ago

The democrats needs these sleeper cells in order to declare martial law just before the election.

ReplyNew Comment 231

Click to rate

Muggatu, New York, United States, 2 days ago

Successfully political refugee integrating in USA when emigration actual was working.!!!

ReplyNew Comment 030

Click to rate

Will Fly, Vegas, United States, 2 days ago

"Horses mouth" anyone? She isn't talking about Trump or the GOP.

ReplyNew Comment 230

Click to rate

IDC2020, NYC, United States, 2 days ago

She's not a migrant because she came here legally.

ReplyNew Comment 330

Click to rate

AlaskaFlorida, USA, United States, 2 days ago

What you are not educated because what you wrote in your comment. Migrant and illegal
immigrant are two different things.
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IDC2020, NYC, United States, 1 day ago

What?? You missed my point. These fools have replaced illegal with migrants now. She
came here legally. She didn't just waltz over our open borders like the 20 million that
Biden has let in. Try and keep up.
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American Girl, City on a Hill, United States, 2 days ago

What a beautiful, American family. Wow. She's impressive. To think our very own will save us. God
Bless Lily Tang Williams. Hope very much she gets elected!

ReplyNew Comment 430

Click to rate

Wethepeople, Lodi, 2 days ago

We need her in Congress NOW!

ReplyNew Comment 429

Click to rate

VaxLover, Hot and Cool, Vanuatu, 2 days ago

That's her purpose... to dupe their way in What's easier than bad mouthing China? Just
like avanetti almost became the left's favourite candidate by badmouthing trump.
Americans love these things
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KikiSanDiego, Chicago, United States, 2 days ago

Says the drinker of the Kool-Aid fun punch...
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catscratch, Westcoast, Canada, 2 days ago

End times people. Read you B-ible

ReplyNew Comment 128

Click to rate

Bijata, Nowhere, United States, 2 days ago

Amen! You are exactly right. Matt ch 24 is a good place to start...
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Irina Shayk stuns in a
black leather shirt dress
as she heads to Hotel
Costes after hitting the
runway at Paris Fashion
Week
Russian model in Paris

Naomi Campbell cuts
a cozy chic figure in
beany hat and high tops
as she steps out during
Paris Fashion Week
British supermodel has
been in France

Mark Dodson, voice
actor known for
Gremlins and Star Wars,
passes away at age 64
The voice actor starred in
the hit movies -by way of
speaking

Sofia Vergara is a
saucy sensation in
busty lace-trimmed
dress while enjoying
girls' night at Cipriani
Modern Family actress
stepped out for dinner

Sydney Sweeney
disses Madame Web
after superhero flick
BOMBED at box office
and jokes about using
Ozempic to achieve her
bombshell figure... as
she hosts SNL 

Rosie Huntington-
Whiteley puts on a
VERY leggy display in a
daring grey skirt as she
arrives at the Valentino
show during Paris
Fashion Week

Inside Paul Mescal and
Sophia Wilde's romantic
histories after the
actors 'are spotted
kissing on night out'
Inside their relationship
history

Jenna Dewan, 43,
cradles her growing
baby bump in black
bodysuit and matching
leather track pants
during solo outing in
Los Angeles

Braless Joan
Smalls suffers a major
wardrobe malfunction in
an oversized black
blazer at the Balenciaga
show during Paris
Fashion Week

Noah Cyrus seen for
first time since mother
Tish was accused of
'stealing' Dominic
Purcell from her as she
goes braless in a see-
through lace gown at 
Paris Fashion Week

Pop icons unite! Dua
Lipa and Kylie Minogue
party the night away
after both winning big at
the Brit Awards 2024
Dua Lipa towered over
the Aussie pop star

Downcast Rihanna
arrives in Milan with
A$AP Rocky as new
videos go viral of the
singer doing the 'bare
minimum' at $6.3M pre-
wedding gig for the son
of India's richest man
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Outraged of Otley, Ilkley, United Kingdom, 2 days ago

Problem you never know the sleeper until they wake up.

ReplyNew Comment 027

Click to rate

Woopsie Doo, Siberia, United States, 2 days ago

I don't it is funny at all. America is playing the dumb WW2 German role right now. We have many
people in the country from former Soviet states ringing the warning bells. But few are paying
attention. When those bell ringers go quiet, run.Or don't.

ReplyNew Comment 127

Click to rate

KikiSanDiego, Chicago, United States, 2 days ago

I salute you!

ReplyNew Comment 026

Click to rate

Yodude1805, S-O-T, United Kingdom, 2 days ago

'Can't do anything, America!'......Biden has found his re-election campaign slogan.

ReplyNew Comment 125

Click to rate

Ohheelno, Middleofthemap, United States, 2 days ago

Especially in communism, everything is food if you're hungry enough.
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Floridaze, Key west, United States, 2 days ago

Remember your comments when the Newcomers stop by your residence for a visit.

ReplyNew Comment 124

Click to rate

Will Workforfood, London, United Kingdom, 1 day ago

She is awesome.

ReplyNew Comment 123

Click to rate

Basilisk, Upstate, United States, 2 days ago

Godspeed.

ReplyNew Comment 022

Click to rate

Mina Lucero, Benton, United States, 2 days ago

OMG this is horrible. Eating rats is disgusting but she is a survivor. Mao was truly an idiot and
worse than Putin but he did help reduce widespread hunger.

ReplyNew Comment 122

Click to rate

mourningUSA, L.A., 2 days ago

Gateway-Pundit: Illegal Aliens to Get Interest-Free Home Loans Under New Democrat-Backed
California Bill

ReplyNew Comment 122
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runningonempty101, everywhereallatonce, United States, 2 days ago

so tired of this insanity theyre clearly fighting for them more than actual citizens for v0t3.
why is no one stopping this?!
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Bachman Turner O, Fancy and Gated, United States, 2 days ago

Ex-commies cant stand what democrats are doing.

ReplyNew Comment 422

Knowing , Knowwhere, United States, 2 days ago

It is time for a good old fashioned donnybrook.

Joe Jonas steps out in
$120 slides in Sydney
after being spotted with
rumored new flame
Stormi Bree
during Aussie tour
Jonas is Down Under

Paris Jackson rocks a
sheer black shirt and
cargo pants as she
braves the rain during
Paris Fashion Week
Daughter of Michael
Jackson

Ryan Reynolds and
wife Blake Lively walk
arm-in-arm after
romantic dinner for two
in NYC
Date night for the
Hollywood couple

Kim Kardashian wows
in a figure-hugging
black lace dress as she
joins Serena Williams,
braless Joan Smalls
and Vittoria Ceretti at
PFW's Balenciaga show

Dua Lipa looks loved-
up with boyfriend
Callum Turner in the
back of a taxi as they
head to a BRITs after
party to celebrate her
Best Pop Act win

Nicola Peltz sets
pulses racing as she
flashes her toned abs in
stunning photoshoot for
Flaunt Magazine
Known for her jaw
dropping looks

Stephen Baldwin looks
stern and serious
during FIRST SIGHTING
since he asked for 'a
little prayer' for Hailey
and Justin Bieber

Kanye West's wife
Bianca Censori shocks
in surprisingly modest
attire - amid fears she
could face PRISON or a
huge fine for nearly-
nude looks in Paris

Hilarious moment
Sydney Sweeney
shoots down rumors of
affair with co-star Glen
Powell in SNL
monologue before
pointing out her 'fiancé'
... Glen Powell

Charlize Theron is
every bit the proud
mom as she attends her
daughter's basketball
game in Los Angeles
The Oscar winner 

Meghan Markle was
'noticeably' more tactile
than other royals when
she joined the family,
photographer claims

Kylie Jenner shares
stunning glamour shots
complete with a flower
crown as she teases
first-ever fragrance
Cosmic
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anitacollins, perth, Australia, 1 day ago

The left indoctrinate !!!

ReplyNew Comment 321

Click to rate

Paulm69, Vinyamar on the strand, United Kingdom, 1 day ago

Really? You only have one eye? Wear Horse blinkers for fun as you like the restricted
FOV?
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Truthergirl, Middleburg, United States, 2 days ago

Valerie Jarrett Obama's buddy said Mao Zedong was her hero!! Let them eat rats!

ReplyNew Comment 020

Click to rate

Billy Dee, Farmville, United States, 1 day ago

There are Communists in our Congress. They are known as Democrats now with their willing
accomplices in the RepublicanParty.

ReplyNew Comment 220

Click to rate

Rob Cozens, Oxford, United Kingdom, 1 day ago

She has done an eye opening interview with TC and it's riveting to say the least.

ReplyNew Comment 219
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SallyMac495, Boston, United States, 1 day ago

That was a different woman.
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N0VTY N0VTY, Burlington, United States, 2 days ago

We know

ReplyNew Comment 117

Click to rate

skylarblues777, Michigan, United States, 2 days ago

Imagine eating a rat.

ReplyNew Comment 217
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FL Man2021, Miami, United States, 2 days ago

This article is historically incorrect, Mao died in 1976, under one of the pictures it says she lived
under Mao until 1988, it would have been a different communist leader

ReplyNew Comment 116

Click to rate

Old Geezer, Somewhere in Texas, United States, 2 days ago

The refugees from Mao's Cultural Revolution would have left China in the sixties and seventies.
The Four Pests campaign, which created an agricultural and ecological disaster, predated the
Cultural Revolution, having took place in the late fifties to early sixties.

ReplyNew Comment 116
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Tim Coleman, Nottingham, United Kingdom, 1 day ago

Rats are everywhere.........especially in D.C.

ReplyNew Comment 015
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Roger Brockway, Terra Mater, United States, 2 days ago

It's good to be careful.

ReplyNew Comment 013

Claimtofame22678, Youneverheardofit, United States, 2 days ago

Sleeper cell.

Geri Halliwell puts on
courageous show as
she appears hand-in-
hand with under-fire
husband Christian
Horner at Bahrain
Grand Prix after leaked
text message scandal

Tish Cyrus reveals her
REGRET as a mother
amid claims she is
'spiraling out of control'
because of rumored rift
with daughter Noah

Hailey Bieber's sister
Alaia Baldwin, 31, is
arrested after 'throwing
used tampon at
bartender and
assaulting employees at
Georgia bar'

Geri Halliwell 'read
Christian Horner the riot
act' over leaked texts
but the couple's united
front in Bahrain shows
the Spice Girl 'hasn't
gone nuclear', friends
say

David Beckham walks
hand-in-hand with
daughter Harper, 12, as
he and sons Cruz,
Brooklyn and daughter-
in-law Nicola Peltz head
to wife Victoria's Paris
Fashion Week Show 

Dune 2 'on track for
$75M opening weekend'
as audiences flock to
see the sci-thriller
starring Timothee
Chalamet and Zendaya

Miley Cyrus sizzles in
PLUNGING nude dress
as she thanks fans for
her first-ever BRIT
Award... amid family
feud between mother
Tish and sister Noah

Kate Hudson, 44,
showcases her taut abs
in a teaser for steamy
music video for debut
single Talk About Love:
'I'm so excited!'

Ben Affleck and
Jennifer Garner the
friendly co-parents take
their son Samuel to
Disneyland for his 12th
birthday weekend

Diane Kruger and
Norman Reedus look
effortlessly chic as they
bundle up for rare
outing with their
daughter Nova, five, in
NYC

Kim Kardashian poses
with son Saint, eight,
amid conflict with ex-
husband Kanye West
over kids' schooling

Sylvester Stallone, 77,
stands out in chic blue
suit as he's joined by
model wife Jennifer
Flavin, 55, at star-
studded amfAR Palm
Beach Gala
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snap1960, Texas, United States, 1 day ago

True
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StopTheWoke, Boston, United States, 2 days ago

Wish your neighbors to the south had someone like you running in our socialist state.
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